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Birth right representative
visits Wood Hall students
By
Brent F. Rossi
Kay Poirior, of the Taunton
chapter of Birthright, addressed
students at Woodward Hall on
the assistance her organization
can provide women.
Birthright provides free, confidential services to women who
are pregnant, or believe they are
pregnant. First, Birthright
arranges a pregnancy test at a
hospital. The women are given
identification numbers for the
lab work to protect their confidentiality. The results of the test
are only given in person. No
information is disclosed to parents unless the female so desires.
After the test, the Birthright
volunteers counsel the female on
what should be done next.
Birthright does not provide
information on birth control or
abortions, said Poirior, because
"it's making a moraljudgement"
on the girl. The organization refers their clients
. to physicians if.

The right of every baby to be
born is the. base on which Birthright is built. They were organized fifteen years ago to let
females know that "there- are
people out there that wa.nt to
help them," said Poirior. "A
baby doesn't spoil a mother's
life," she continued. "The girl
can go on."
If the female is pregnant, and
wants to keep the baby, Bir-·
thright provides maternity clothing, housing, transportation,
and information on financial
and legal matters. They also
work with schools and arrange
tutors for students.
Once the baby is born, Birthright can provide the mother
with temporary housing and a
weekly stipend. They also can
provide assistance if the mother
decides to give the baby up for
adoption.
There are many reasons why
women, especially teenagers, get
pregnant, ·said Poirior. With

tor, she said. Pregnancy is also
used to get back at parents, or to
get out of a bad family situation
by .. trapping" the father into
marriage.
''In this case," said Poirior,
"the baby is the innocent
victim."
Young men, said Poirior, usually try to coerce the mother into
getting an abortion.
"Very few girls come in with
boyfriends," said Poirior. "They
usually try to push money cln the
girl for a.n abortion."
"People don't know the effects
of abortion,'' she said." Abortion
is final. Once it's done, it's for the
.rest of their lives. It's
permanent."
Birthright is a non-profit
organization, staffed by volunteers. It is funded through private donations.
"'We're not political," she said.
.. We're just here to help people."
Birthright does not use high
pressure tactics to influence their

GlasSer's Control Theory BSCPlrg's
in the Classroom
Two students dress to kill at the Star Shots exhibitiOn held in the Student Union. Students donned
wigs and clothing to imitate their favorite rock
stars( photo by Bob Michaels).

Forensic Society takes
six awards at URI
Next tourney at .West Point
On the weekend of September
26-28, the B.S.C. Forensic
Society competed at the University of Rhode Island Debate
Tournament against twelve east
'coast . colleges and universities
including West Point, St. John's.
University, St. Anselm, Suffolk
and - Emerson. Bridgewater's
team won six trophies at the
competition.
The team receiv~d the second
place trophy with the U.S. Military Academy at West Point
capturing first.
Iri addition to the second place
trophy, the team won a semifinalist trophy for Kelly/ Sherman, team excellence trophies
for outstanding records to Kelly/ Sherman and Dansereau/ Glynn, and speaker excellence
trophies for high individual
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scores to Melisse Dansereau and
Russ Sherman.
The Forensic Society plans to
fo'now these victories with more
at their next tournament at the
U.S. Mili~ary Academy at West
Point on the weekend of October
24-26. This tournament ~ill
includ.e twelve types of competitivi: speaking events, as well as
debate.
Anyone interested in competitive speaking events or debate
should contact Professor Susan
Miskelly, ,Director ofForensics,
or attend a team meeting or
practice session. Practic~ sessions are held every Tuesday and
Thursday from 11 :00 to 12:00 in
Prof. Miskelly's office (across
from the ·communication
Department in the Student
Union.)

Dr. William Glasser, internationally known psychiatrist,. will
discuss the theories that he presents in his new book, Control
Theory in the Classroom, in the
seminar to be held at Bridgewater State College on Saturday, Oct. .18. Glasser is .the
president and· founder of the
Institute of Reality Therapy in
i,os Angeles. This is an educational training center used by
teachers, councilors, and correctional personnel. There they
study the motivations and
behavior of others. In -his
book, Glasser maintains that
one must take control over one's
own .life, and realize that he is
not a victim of circumstance.
Glasser teaches that all· of one's
·behavior is motivate~ from
within himself and in· order, to
live a happier,more productive
life, one must take responsibility
for his actions, thoughts, and
feelings. The focus of the halfday semina~ is to show teachers
how to help their students to sue-·
ceed. Glasser. will.apply his concept· of cooperative learning at
Bridgewater with the help of Dr.
Roy Smith, a Bridgewater ,.graduate student. Dr. Smith will be
accompanied by some of his students from the Hingham public
schools .. · ·Smith and his students ·have demonstrated how,

for some subjects, cooperatiye
learning is ideal. When these students learn together, they can
teach each other while enjoying
the experience. The structure
of the classroom is changed as to
enhance learning. The students
-are divided into small groups
and given certain questions to
discuss and answer. Here, the
role of the teacher is to supervise
and direct them, not to instruct
them. From this experience, they
not only learn the academic
material, but also communication skills, planning, problem
solving, and responsibility. They can apply these skills to
be happier, more effective and
productive human beings while
becoming better students as well.
This seminar will .show how
young people tend to learn better
as members of a team than as
individuals. Glasser is famous
for his ~xciting, thoughtprovoking,and humorous presen_tation. He. makes himself
·available to his audience and
welcomes. their·· inut. There will
be. opportunity to speak with
him about any particular qµes ..
tfons either before the lecture,
during the morning coffee break,
or at the informal luncheon
offered after the. presentation ..
For further details,interested

World Food
Day

Last Wednesday, October
15th and Thursday, October
16th, BSCPIRG students col-·
lected over 150 cans in their
World Food Day canned food
.drive, which will be donated to a
,local soup kitchen in Brockton
to help alleviate the problem of.
local hunger. '4This is a great way
to kick off our local hunger campaign," said David Emmons,
BSCPIRG intern. "Now, if we
could just keep the ball rolling,
we can real1y put a dent in the
hunger issue."
In the weeks to come,
BSCPl~G students plan to hold
. a hunger banquet as well as other
projects to raise money to
·donate to tlie hungry.
''The National Student Campaign Against Hunger will ·be
sponsoring a national press
release where BSCPIRG may be
included," stated Susan Ham: mel, PIRO staff member, "and
with· the help of the BSC student
body, ·we have gotten the fight
against local hunger started. It
just goes to show that students
can make a difference!"
BSCPIRG would like to especially thank Kappa Phi Omega,
as wellas t.he entire student body
for their contributions to the
cont. p. 2 . canned food drive.
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An invi tatio n to eve ryon e to
DearLSAT
Wal k for Peace in Bos ton
Betw een
the Lines
-Brent F. RossiI was at the Billy Joel concert at the Centrum last Tuesday night. So were 12,105
other people. And in that
crowd, somewhere, were rriy
two best friends from high
school, Jim and Dan.
During one of Joel's more
mellow tunes, I began thinking about my two friends.
Here we were, in a semiclosed environment , and I
didn't see them.
I looked. I really did.
scanned the crowd. I didn't
pick out either face. I didn't
bump into either of them at
the concession stand. I didn't
see them while waiting to buy
a concert shirt. They were
nowhere fo be found.
I saw Jim about two
months ago at his apartment
at Boston College. I knew
then that h~ was going to be at
the concert. After I bought
my own tickets, I could have
made. plans to meet him
before the show. But ldidn't.
1 had planned to. "Toinor..:.
r«)lt'.

]')) c.::1})

him

Several area residents will par- responded that it is "for the sake B.A.N.D., the marchers are cal- ticipate in the annual Walk for of my children." She added, "I'm ling for an end to the nuclear
Peace, a fundraiser that will be looking for the fundraiser to ... al- arms race and bearing a message
held in Boston on Sunday, low us to continue our work" of hope-and human possibility.
October 26th.
toward nuclear disarmamen t.
B.A.N.D.'s donation will be a
Chris and Karen Janque,
Bridgewater Area for Nuclear show
solidarity with the
Linda Margania_n , Anita Disarmamen t will donate one marchers and an attempt to
Sethares, Al Silva, Robert . third of its proceeds from the defray their expenses, according
Tremblay, an Annie, Joe, Larry Walk for Peace to The Great to the spokesperso n.
and Tricia Tummino will walk Peace March, which began last
Anyone wanting to Walk for
through the streets of Boston for March as 27~ people left Califor- ~eace in Boston on Sunday, Oct.
ten kilometers, celebrating their nia for a journey across the 29 or to sponsor a walker may
hopes for a nuclear weapons deserts, mountains, cities and call Anita at 697-2932. All ages
freeze.
small towns of America. are welcome. Carpooling will be
Asked why she decided to According to a spokesperso n for available.
walk, Tricia Tummino

of

Gla sse r
cont. from p. 1

people may call Dean Martha
Jones, Coordinator , Graduate
Programs in Counseling ,
Bridgewater State College, at
(617) 697-1276. NOTE: Mary
Cornacchio, a senior at Bridgewater State College,,is an intern
in the College's Office of Public
Affairs.

THE CATHOLIC CENTER
ALL SAINT'S DAY

lifesaver,

(Excerpts from actual letters*
Stanley H. Kaplan has received
from satisfied I.SAT-prep takers.)
..... I was quite pleased when
I received my score {99th percentile). I am certain that I
would not have done that well
without taking the Stanley H.
Kaplan course:·
-Student from Gainesville, FL
"...Thank you! I was hoping
to score close to the 90th percentile, but that was a dream.
'W211, thanks to Stanley H.
Kaplan, that dream has come
true:·
-Student from Seattle, WA
Kaplan has more 'over 4CT''
I.SAT grads ·than any one arrywhere. So if you want the best
and most experienced in test
prep-call Kaplan today!
'IF YOU'D LIKE TO READ MORE LETTERS LIKE THESE.
COME VISIT US.

I KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Masses: Fri., Oct. 31 4:00 p.m.
Sat., Nov. I 9:00 a.m.
Liturgy with the Alumn i:
Sat., Nov. I 4:00 p.m.

There's still time to prepare
for Dec. 6 LSAT !

Call 1-266-TEST .

tornorrOH'."

But tomorrow never seemed
to arrive. Tomorrow always
became today, and today I
was always too busy. At least
that's how I justified it to
myself.
I saw Dan the day of the
show. He stopped by the
newspaper office to say hello.
I hadn't talked to him for two
weeks. We talked for about
three minutes. He told me
that he was going to the show
too, He was going to meet
another group of people in
Worcester. I didn't make
plans with him either.
My letter-writ ing has
greatly diminished since last
year. This semester I've written a grand total of one letter
to my friends strewn across
the country. But I tell myself
that that's o.k.~ I've only. recieved one. But I know that
this is a lame excuse.
One of my high school
teachers told us ·that most of
our friendships were going to
fade. Our,'.lifelong friends, he
said, would be those we'd
meet in college. Back then we
said he was crazy. Now,
unfortunatel y, I find that he's
right.
There were only 12,106 of.
us in the Centrum, and I
couldn't find my two friends._
There are four and a half billion of us on the planet. Losing touch seems easy in this
big world of ours.
I'm really sorry about losing touch with Jim and Dan.
I'll try and be in touch soon. I
hope you guys saw me. I was
the one holding the lighter.

Global Marketing Services, Inc.
Campus Images® Division

515 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Please send me additional information on your Campus
Images® job opportunity.

Age

State
College or University

Zip
Year

Viewpo int
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Splashd own ...
Student calls for fountain cleaning
By

Joseph W. Dragon Jr.

IS :ti GEITIN&
1it11lGJNATitJ/J?

J/J

HEt..E t>I!..

]>11> You Hell&?.

Comment staff takes a break
By
Roger Spring

Before this fountain deteriorates to the sorry shape of its companion, it should be thoroughly cleaned. Thereafter, a regular cleaning
program should be followed. After all an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
The students, faculty, laborers and administrators on this campus
work to make Bridgewater the best. With that end in in mind, it is
time to do whatever has to be done to improve the condition of our
fountains. This camus deserves nothing better than the best.

.---------------------------.
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By Kelly A.Spalding

seems as though it would be easier, safer, and more practical to
The cover story for TIME this eliminate the nuclear problem
week reads,"No Deal: Star Wars rather than to let it escalate.
Sinks the Summit.n The picture
Before leaving Reykjavi~,
shown aptly represents the hap- Reagan stated, "We came to Icepenings in Reykjavik.Mikhail land to advance the cause of
. Gorbachev is looking at Ronald peace .... " His statement is absoReagan straight in the face, lutely absurd. The Soviets (those
while Ronny can't seem to me.et horrible, cruel, and deceitful
Gorbachev's eyes. Gorbachev's warmongers) are the ones who
face bears the beginnings of a came to Iceland to advance the
smile, while Ronny looks as if he cause of peace.
has just finished spitting on the
By being unwilling to comground. Time has accurately promise his baby of a bomb blascaptured the essence of one of ter (SD I), which he has foolishly
the most disgraceful moments in nurtured for the past three years,
worl~ history.
Reagan has played right into the
The Soviets came to Reyk- Soviet's hands. Ronald· Reagan
javik with astonishing proposals looks like the devil, and a halo is
in the area of nuclear disarma- beginning to appear, ever so
ment. In an incredible offer, slowly, over the crown of MikGorbachev called for the total hail Gorbachev. The Soviets
elimination of ballistic missiles may be inferior to the Western
by 1996. ·There was one minor techriologically; however, they
hitch - The testing of Reagan's have certainly managed to far
SDI weapons would be included surpass the West in their public
in the Anti-Ballistic Missile relations work~ Reagan should
Treaty of 1972. This means that seriously consider firing Shultz
. testing of SDI would be banned and hiring his counterpart,
outside the laboratory.
Shevardnadze.
This is a minute concession to
To further the ironic implicamake when one considers· t~e tions rising from the meeting in
fact. that
one seems to know Reykjavik, the Soviets have just
for sure if SDI is truly feasible. declared that the doors of comAnd if it is feasible, is certainly munication have not closed. The
will not be operable for at least Soviets are playing the peaceful
another fifteen to twenty years. aggressors and throwing the US
~aybe I'm a dreamer, but it into a defensive position by tak-

no

ing the first step in re-opening
the issue. The Boston Globe on
Monday quoted Soviet advisor
Georgi Arbatov as saying, "lfthe
president needs some facesaving devices, we can find him
some." Touche Georgi! Imagine
that. The Soviet Union is going
· to help the President of the United States save face! Gorbacllev
is coming up smelling like a rose.
The most tragic aspect of this~
whole charade is the attitude
that Reagan harbors in all of his
· foreign policies. Reagan looks at
the world as being either black or
white, communist or· democratic, evil or good. He is unable
to see that there are many grey
areas that must be attended to in
· order to achieve the peace and
harmony that .our world so desperately needs. Reagan went to
Reykjavik with a set of preconceived ideas that were narrowminded, uncompromising and
ignorant. The mark of a good
leader is one who is willing to
institute a change in order to
further the "cause of peace".
Unfortunately. Reagan is not
willing to do. this. I am deeply
ashamed, as an American citizen, to have the world perceive
me through the impression they
receive from the buffoon I have
to call my president. Watch out
world!..Darth Vader has taken
over the White House.
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Ent erta inm ent
''Nu nsen se" is
"hab it-fo rmin g"
By
Chris Howard
Have you ever gone to the
theatre and been told by a nun to
spit out your gum unless you
have enough for everyone'? Then
you obviously haven't seen
"Nunsense" yet. It is a hilarious,
musical comedy created by Dan
Coggin, a former seminarian,
that gently spoofs the Catholic
church. The basic premise.
behind the play is that The Little
Sisters of Hoboken are holding a
fundraiser to bury four of their
sisters who died of botulism. The
sisters are currently residing in
the convent freeezer.
Although this sounds like a
bizarre idea for a musical it
works well. It allows for
audience participation , from the
nuns walking around the
audience before the play introducing themselves, and taking
away people's gum, to a quiz
after one of the musical
numbers. Everything is done to
make the audience feel that they
are at a Catholic fundraiser. As
one enters the downstairs of the
theatre, the walls are covered
students'

Sister Mary Amnesia sings about the virtues of being a nun, with a little help
from Sister Marie Annette, in "Nunsense". (photo by Henry Grossman )

Stud ent visits King Rich ard's Faire
By Jeannine Bessette

with waving blades in combat,
and Highway Robbers ambush
Welcome back to the 16th cen-: passersby and fight court
tury. Last week we discovered guards.
•
the highlighted murder mystery.
The Mud Show also proved to
This week we will reveal the be very entertaining. The two
many new attractions this year beggars of the village have a
and the many shows and f estivi- ficious mud fight at the mud pit.
ties at King Richard's Faire.
The skit is filled with sexual conBhagavan Antle, the magi- notations and is very funny. The
cian, who uses exotic animals for beggars thrive in getting their
his show is very intriguing. He audience involved asking them
creates a mystique, making for help. Toward the end of the
felines materialize from flames, show, the beggars are covered
and much more. Antle even with mud head to toe~ Anyone
wrestles a bear.
sitting too close to the mud pit is
· The Chamber of Horrors is a sure to leave with some mud
new attractions that attracts spattered on them as well
many. With moans of prisoners
My favorite show was the
in the backgroud, there is tor- jousting· which occurs at the
ture: escapes and other dramas Tourname nt Field. The
performed.
audience at each side of the field
Dueling swordswome n fence
h
designated a knight to root for.
.......

Fairegoers are taught cheers in
the Old English dialect. My
knight was Sir Andrew of Scotland. In the beginning, the
knights fight on foot. The
knights are tied together by a
four foot rope attached to one of
their ankles. The brave knights
fight with swords, shields,
hatchets, fire , whips an.d other
weapons. The knights of the
Realm battle atop their trusty
horses at 50 mph. They charge
into their opponent's shield,
hoping- to joust them off their
great steed. They continue to
fight on the ground, until a
knight has his weapon in the
position for the kill. The joust
came to a climax as the loser of
the tournament is beheaded. His
head is held up by the execu. Cont. on p. 7

TV Gra ve yar d
By
Scott Gagnon
The other night my television
set was speaking with me. Not to
me, mind you, but with· me, and
no, I was not under the influence
of anything in particular, nor
was I that tired. It had been a
long time since my television had
really had mu~h of anything to
say, and so I was quite surprised
to hear the rattling of picture
tubes and the whining voice
which emerged.
"I am the ghost of TV past,"
she said, her voice still as annoying as ever with its. nasal tone.

"Ricky left me, and Fred and
Ethel died, so now me and Mr.
Mooney run a hardware store!
WAAAAAA AAHH!"
··sut Lucy." I sa.;J, "so many
of your friends are back to keep
you company! Look at Judge
Andy Griffith for example. And
Jeannie's boy, Larry, why he's
been at Southfork ranch for
ages!"
"But it's not the same, Scott!
The old jokes don't work anymore! I'm a has-been.
WAAAAAA AAAHH!!!! "
"Oh, calm down now, Lucy,
calm down. You don"t see Bob
Newhart acting like this!"

.. But things are still the same
for him. AND HE'S STILL
FUNNY! W AAAAAAA H
"You're still funny!' Valerie
Harper's still funny!"
"So was MARY! WAAA
ary was different. She got serious
in between and picked up a few
Oscars and things. But you--you
were always funny."
"I'm sorry Scott, but there's
just no coming back from the
dead."
"There most certainly is."
I was not .the one who said
this. To my horror, Lucy disappeared and I was faced with the
~on!;

the Student Council elections, so
that appears as if you are entering an elementary school. The
set, as the Mother Superior
explains, is from the eight grade
production of "Grease", and the
sisters promised that they
wouldn't touch anything.
Mother Superior gets the
audience's attention at the start
of the fundraiser by using the
infamous "clicker", that is well
known by anyone who has gone
through Catholic schools.
The music is also excellent.
The choreograph y is done so
that you actually believe that it is
group of amatuers performing.
My favorite selections were
"Nunsense is Habit-Formi ng",
"Growing Up Catholic", a slow
number,· performed by Srs.
Robert Anne, Leo, and Amnesia, and the finale "'Holier Than
Thou", which tells of the short
cuts to sainthood.
"Nunsens e" is ''habitforming", but don't take my
word for it. Go see it yourself.
For times and dates see the
Calendar of Events. And
remember, don't chew gum
unless you have enough for

on, p. 7,, ·

A Pro test ant 's
view poi nt
By
Scott Esau
Being a Protestant, I really
couldn't be shocked or offended
at the jabs doled out in Nunsense. The show was really hysterical, '\\'.ith universal humor
abound. Of .course, I couldn't
help but looking over at the real
nun in the audience to see· her
reaction to the spoofs, but when
I saw her laughing to the point of
tears I relaxed and enjoyed the
jokes.
The show was well written and
flowed nicely, with an intelligent
" s.crewball" script, if such a
thing is possible. It didn't rely on
too many sight gags, profanities,
double entendres, or cliches,
though there were little bits of all
of these in the show. Some of the
nuns did impersonatio ns with
amazing accuracy, and Sister
Robert Ann stunned the
audience with her habit humor.·
Reverend Mother Regina, at one
point in the show, partakes
unwittingly. ofsome illegal sub-:
stances and provides some of the
fiestier antics of the show, much
to the chagrin of the other
sisters.
The set itself sets the stage for
humor. The Little Sisters of
Hoboken are giving a benefit to
raise money to bury four of their
sisters, who died at the hands of
the cook, Julia Child of God.
They are holding the fundraiser

in the school's (the Mount St.
Helen's school) gym. The gym
just happens to be decorated for
the students' rendition of
Grease. The stage design was
superb, and allows for the excellent blocking by the director.

·

''The script was well written and flowed nicely~ with
an intelligent "screw ball".
script if such a thing is
.'

,,

possible .

The five consumm ate
actresses relate to one another,
and more importantly play off
one another wonderfully . The
show is definitely better than the
sum of its parts, but each actress
has· a right to be proud of her
portrayal. Each acts and sings
well enough to earn her
paycheck.
People of all faiths should go
and see this show .. It might
expand one's insight into the
Catholic mind and school, and
make one realize that deep down
inside, humor is universal and
the people who can make us
laugh are all a little divine.
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Cl ub So da
By
E. Kelly
Last Wednesd ay marked the
return of the SU PC's Club Soda
Comedy Night program. The
evening 's entertai nment is
intended for an all-age audience.
Admissio n this year is $1.00,
with tickets available at the
informat ion booth in the Union.
The evening's first performe r
was Brian Frazier, who warmed
up the crowd with his "Moose
Ventrilo quism" and other
impressio ns, in a rapidly delivered routine. He yielded the
stage to Torn Bailey, because, as
Bailey put it, "he's a man." Bailey's routine, in contrast to Frazier, was a bit slower-paced, with
a more deadpan delivery.
Anthony Clark, the third performer, picked up the pace
again. Clark has performe d on
Catch a Rising Star, and placed
second in a nation-w ide collegiate comedy competit ion. He
started the spot with a sing-

along--w ithout a song. He then
launched into several imitation s,
including Patti LaBelle and a
very funny pair of cheerlead er
imperson ations.
The evening was capped by
the return of Earle Reed, who
began by announci ng the Red
Sox score (3-0 at that point.)
Reed, a very .spontane ous performer, got the audience going,
first playing "tag" with the spotlight, hopping offthe stage into
the crowd, having as much fun as
the audience . Highlights of his
act included a tip for Halloween
costumes (go as "leftover s" in
tinfoil), and an explanati on of
why it's so hard to look tough in
mittens. By the way, watch for
Reed on NBC's Cosby Show
sometime this season, probably
in February .
Other Club Soda comedy
events are scheduled for Nov. 12,
Dec. 10, and Jan. 28 in the Ballroom at 8:30, courtesy of the
S.U.P.C.

.Comed ian Tom Bailey, as he says, "He's a man!!". (Staff photo by John
Burns

Comed ian Brian Frazier enterains.the crowd with his "moose ventrilo quism.
(Staff photo .by John Burns)
E~rl Reed, at Club Soda, does his impression· of his
kid sister, the cheerleader. (Staff photo by John Burns)

The bill ion dol lar
bab y is bac k
By
Bob Lang
No wonder hard rockers
take so much critiscm. Look
at this guy who calls himself
Alice Cooper. Besides having
a girl's name, he wears
makeup and has a snake
wrapped around his face on
his album cover. I suppose
that's why he called it Constrictor. The snake's original,
but everyon e and their
mother wears makeup these
days.
What's that! You say he
invented the makeup schtick?
What?! This guy is the one
who inspired Kiss, and therefore Motley Crue and Twisted
Sister?
That's right, Alice Cooper
(real name: Vince Furnier)
was the originato r of shock
rock back in the early 70's. He
combine d acid rock with song
lyrics that relied heavily on
macbre themes. A Cooper
concert was like a live horror
show, complete with executions via the noose, electric
chair 1 guilot~i:i;i<r; giant spide~s.

and hypoderm ic needles, etc.
etc, .. He even enlisted movie
Vincent Price to do a monologue on his trademar k tune
"Black Widow".
Unfortun ately, the Coop
fell victim to the bottle and
went into a forced retirement.
His first appearan ce back in
the public eye occured on the
game show "Hollyw ood
Squares" , with his old pal
Vincent Price. After a semisuccessful L.P. Special Forces, Alice sank back into
relative obscurit y out in
Californi a.
Well, it's now 1986 and to
steal a phrase from Ozzy
Osbourn e, the madman is
back. Alice's new record
rocks without a doubt, and
one glance at the song titles
show that he hasn't lost his
sick sense of humor: "Teenage
Frankens tein". "Thrill My
Gorilla", "Life and Death of
the Party", "Crawl in"' .... Need I continue?
Get ready: Alice will be ~t
the Worches ter Centru-:n
Nov.19th with ex-Kiss guitariat Vinnie· Vincent Invasio11.

A new level of consciousness
By

Scott D. MacDon ald
REM continue s to tap into it~
unendin g/ountain of excellence,
with their new album, Life '.s
Rich Pageant. They've produced
their most coherent , polished
album to date (topping the
recent college radio charts), yet
critics continue to cry for some·
thing different. Unlike other
bands, whose ma.terial limits
them into changing character
with each new release, REM
have yet to exhaust their own. In
fact, REM ·seem to realize how
unique their efforts are, and continue to explore the possibilities.
Although the addition of producer Don Gehman (John Cougar Mellanca mp's main man)
gave the band clarity of sorts, it's
the band members that enrich
the music. "Begin the Begin"
starts the album off with the
feedback laced guitar chops of
Peter Buck. Michael Stipe gallops verbally alongside Bill Berry's volume enhanced percussion.
Moving right into "These
Days," the band lets up no pace,
as Stipe politically infers, "We
are young despite the· years, we
are concerne d, we are hope despite the times! ..
Analyzin g REM's music is
like a,nalyzing one of those

multi-lay ered jello dessert creations you see in recipe ads. Each
layer is different and yet they
blend well together. REM can
move from no-holds -barred
rocking to subtle ballateering
without losing their identity.
"Fall on Me," "The Flowers of
Guatema la," and "Cuyahoga••
all display the touching vocal
abilities of Stipe, accompa nied
by thoughtf ul chording . "Cuyahoga" in particula r stands out
Nith previous material like
"Rockvil le" and "Driver 8" for
its powerful ability to make the
listener "be" where Stipe is
describing.
Another technique REM continues to explore is the simultaneous singing between Stipe
and bassist Mike Mills. "Harborcoat" from their Reckonin g
LP gave first hint to its applicable use. On "Fall on Me," th.e
two sing individua l lyrics, with a
subtle inclusion of a third, that
overlap, parallel, intertwin e, yet
harmoniz e! "What If We Give It
Away" seems to be the best addition to the REM classics. Its
light, bouncy bass lines add an
almost pop-side to the cut, but
Stipe quickly flushes it with his
frustrated wails (similar to the
dramatic close of "So. Central
Rain').
"Just a Touch" is anotn·er

layer in our Jello dessert, the
punk side of the band that tends
to emerge onstage at times.
Stipe's already blurred vocals do
a stutter-st ep as the band rips
frantic on its own. It's like a bad
Aerosmi th show, lots of enthusiasm, but little sound quality.
"Under the Bunker" fails as well,
seeming to be some sort of.
worthles s spanish cartoon
music. Regardle ss, Lifes Rich
Pageant finishes strong with two
final layers. "Superm an"
emerges as the first cover version
to claim space on an REM
album. The band, much like fel1ow ·souther ner Tom Petty,
indulge ih cover versions onstage
clearly because they're fun.
"Superm an" may be too much of
a contrast to the band's other
cuts, but the three-par t harmony
could allude to some of their
rooting.
"Swan Swan H" is a mock
Irish folk song that succeeds and
even· rivals songs of that genre.
Buck's salty acoustic matches
Stipe's melodic rhyming, "A pistol pie, cut of rhyme, the whiskey
is water, the water is wine ... ••
The lyrics of the album remain
true to the REM theme--vague
and disorient ed, with a hint of
wisdom and truth-- much like
the page.antry of. life.
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FORE!
Hy
could relate to the entire album.
Michael O'Conn or
This seems to be what Lewis
Huey and the boys have wants. And he'll probab ly get
released Sports II with Fore! what he wants. "Doing It All For
Not surprising, huh? Lewis has My Baby" and "Simpl e as
That"
put out another basic rock/ top are two songs done in best
40 album. Seems Huey's getting Motow n/ Doo-W op fashion
. As
a little boring huh? Wrong.
a matter of fact, Huey and the
Fore!, the followu p to the hit News, (and on some songs, Joe
album Sports, is a really nice Montan a and some more
S.F. .
good time album. Huey and the 49ers), rock and doo-wo
p
boys can definitely put a smile on through the· entire album. And
listeners ' faces with this album .. all the songs seem to be
about
All songs are done in best rock middle class suburb ia on
a weetradition . "Jacob's Ladder, " the kend watchin g ABC
Sports.
leadoff song, is a nice rocker that These guys are so sports
oriented
says to get through life one day I began getting images
of Lite
at a time. Followi ng is their first Beer comme rcials.
single, "Stuck With Y 9u . .,
The only song that was a curiNotice Lewis says stuck with osity, but I liked it anyway
, was.
you, not on you like one of the "Natura lly," an acappel la
song
masters of schlock , Lionel that made me picture Huey
and
Richie. But, despite being stuck the News on a street corner,
singwith someon e, Huey seems ing as if they were in a 501 jeans
happy.
commer cial. Pretty humoro us.
"Whole Lotta Lovin' " is a
Huey Lewis and the News
rocker based on Jerry Lee Lewis' seem able to be one of the
first
style, about a man missing his groups now termed as "Jock
girlfriend. College students and Rock." Which is great, because
businessmen alike can relate to jocks like to rock, too. Hope
this song.
they hit a homeru n with this
Actually, the general public album.

Girls' Night Out perfor med Friday _at the Cabere t night sponso red by the
S.U.P. C.

The road to Chicago 18
By
David Spuria
When Peter Cetera left Chicago late in 1985 to pursue a solo
career.. many thought the break
would mean the end of Chicago .
Cetera, whose voice Jed Chicago
for 18 years, had more hit vinyl
under his belt than most record
stores. In fact, Cetera's voice
helped propel Chicago 17 into
the "over 3 million sold"'' category. That's triple certified platinum in the recording biz. And on
top of that, old Pete struck gold
this summer with his first no. 1
solo smash, "Glory of Love,"
featured in the movie Karate Kid
Part If.
In the midst of all of this, the
members of Chicago have. put
together their 18th piece of musical history, with a new lead sin-

ger who plays bass and fills the category. "Foreve r" summon s
vacant shoes Pete Cetera left up some classic horn work from
be~ind. The job w~s taken by Robert Lamm and does
so in an
Jason Scheff, who was chosen . ultra-po lished fashion. "25 or 6
from a vast fiekl of contesta nts to 4" is redone slower and funkincludin g Mr. Mister lead v'o~a·l~. -i~~··;;d . Uike;'"~whii~to get .~,;~;t
ist Rich~rd Page, (who turned to, but still finds a home within
down $I ,000,000 to replace the musical context.
Cetera).
Side two sticks in your mind
Chicago's key players are still like a beer commer cial. "Over
intact. Horn players Robert ·and Over" hops right a\ong.
Lamm, James Pankow and Wal- while "It's Alright' ' and 'I
ter Parazaid er have been the Believe" create a melanch oly
most intricate song writers since musical stir. The albm;n's closing
the days of Chicago Transit track "One More Day" is an
Authori ty. The other member s audience particip ation number
include origina l drumm er which features _a catchy kid's
Danny. Seraphi ne, and Chicago chorus and some killer vocal
17 vocalist and now mainsta y arrange ments. The more you
Bill Champl in.
listen to Chicago 18, the more'
Sid.e one jumps into "Niagar a you realize the high standar d of
Falls"' where newcomer Scheff pop music that the band has set
finds a home in the great vocal for itself and its audienc e.

Jazz Bu tc he r
..
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Heavenly metal
By
Michael O'Conn or
I heard of Stryper awhile
before purchas ing this album.
When I saw the album I had to
buy it.· Why? It's just another
heavy metal group. Well, yes,
and no.
Stryper sticks to the basic
metal format of grinding guitars,
poundin g drums, and boomin g
bass, and loud, but surprisi ngly
melodic , vocals. So, what's so
differen t from other heavy metal
bands? Stryper plays Christia n
metal, and they p1ay it well.
Like I said, all their music is
basic metal. However, one of
their choruses is "Jesus, King of
Kings/ Jesus, makes me wanna
sing? Not somethi ng you'd be
likely to hear on an AC/ DC
album. Would Diamon d Dave
jump around on stage spoutin g
lyrics like "God's rock that
makes us roll/Do n't need no
io' lidp 'push 'o'n''? t:r'eh; ·

drugs

'us

no! (pardon the pun). Even Boy
George, wouldn' t sing lyrics like
these. ·
Drumm er Robert Sweet said
in a magazine interview that
Stryper wants to prove that people can rock and still retain their
values. ad devotion to God.
Sweet plays some really excellent drums while bassist Tim
Gaines holds his poundin g
rythym. (Gaines also plays keyboard and piano). Oz Fox and
Michael Sweet prqvide guitar.
Fox seems to enjoy heavy metal
based on his solos which are
reminiscent of the late ·Randy
Rhoade s, and Quiet Riot.
Michael Sweet is strongest as
lead vocalist. He has a powerfu l
voice full of conviction with a
quality similar to Dennis
DeYoung.
All the songs on the album are
fantastic, including their version
of the 'Battle Hymn of the
R.ei)u1'11c":- :but· £wo ·sangs. that

hip sound present s itself again
in some of the record's better
songs and should have domiThe Jazz Butcher emerged
nated the album. _Unfort ufr.omJ.:.on4oll _j_9 Ja~. ns•..t~t}Jis"albwn . i&a bit\4QQ.,"''lA
t.his day, he himself remains
diverse.
..
nameless. He is. not without
There are four orfive pohtifriends however , (such as
cally satirical novelty songs
David J. of Bau Haus, Tones
which slander Preside nt. Reaof Tale, and Love and
gan, Prime . Minis ter
Rockets fame) and with them
Thatche r, Carolin e Wheele r
he creates a soulful album
and the BBC and serve as
which by their own admissi on
nothing more than danceab le
is not intende d to conform to
fillers. This is not to say that
any style and should therefor e
Bloody Nons~nse is not worth
defy description. (No one is
the seven or e~ght. dolla:s you
totally incompa rable).
might pay for it, (1f that is true
The Jazz Butcher sound,
Reques t "Huma n Jungle"
though original, is a bitlike a
on some of the more progres cross between Aztec Camera
sive radio stations around
and Lloyd Cole and ~he Comtown (such as our very own
motion s. The first cut
WBIM) and if you like it there
"Huma n Jtmgle" is a jazzy
are more where that came
number with instrum entation
from. This is a good al bum,
that may remind you of Lou
but perhaps with a few omisReed's "Take a Walk on the
sions it cquld have been a
Wild Side;" This laid back b\lt
great E. P.

By
Jay Souza

stand out are the metal ballads
"First Love" and "Togeth er as
One".
"First Love" is the s~ory ofa
girl trying to regain her love·, her ·
first love. of Qod. This could be
corny under other circ\lms tances, but it actually works here.
· "Togeth er as One" is, of course,
a song of unity under the Lord
This works too.
The religious messages may
turn some people off, but I think
it's great .. If you like metal, it's
headban ging music. 1f you love
God it's another alternat ive to
loving Him. If you love both ,
this is the best "heaven ly" metal
album you'll buy.
Hope this band. goes on. l'd
like to hear more from them, but
with with a force like God driving them, how could they lose? I
--highly recomm end this album,
not for the messages, but for the
musie.

Help w an te d
Mister Donut
Campus P·laza
697 -95 65
Any day 5:30-11:00 a.rn.
6:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
7:00-11 :00 a.m.
~11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
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Ca len da r of Ev en ts
By
Chris Howard
Campus Events
Threepenny Opera
The Ensemble Theatre will
perform its fall mus.ical, The
Threepenny Opera, in the SU
Auditorium on, Thursday, Oct.
23, Friday, Oct. 24, and Sat. Oct.
25, at 8 p.m. closing with a 2 p.m.
matinee on Sun. Oct. 26. Admission is $4 for students, $6 for
others.
Project Dancefloor
There will be a dance in the SU
Ballroom on Friday, Oct. 24, at 8
p.m., featuring dj Paul Bonitto.
Tickets are $2, BSC required.
Sponsored by Progress
Outreach.
Indoor Concert
On October 30, the Program
Committee will sponsor the
indoor concert featuring the
SOS Band. Tickets are $5, two
per BSC i.d.
Best Cruise
The class of 1988 is sponsoring
a Halloween Cruise in Boston
Harbor on Friday, October 31.
Tickets are $10.00 and will be on
sale in front of the bookstore

unfir Friday, Oct. I 7.
Local Events
Zeiterion Theatre
The Zeiterion Theatre of Ne\\
Bedford is now celebrating it'~
10th anniversar y season
Upcoming events include:
On Thursday, October 23, at
8:0() p.m. the most famous of all
duo pianists, Ferrante and
Teicher will perform. They are
best known for their hit recordings of "Exodus", and "The
Theme from the Apartment".
Tickets are $18.00, $16.00, and
$14.00.
The Boston Ballet II, will perform "Peter and the Wolf" on
Sunday, October 26, at 2:00 p.m.
This classic story, danced to the
music of Prokofieff, is a light
hearted tale in which each character in the story is represented
by an instrument in the orchestra. New Bedford Mayor John
K. Bullard narrates. Seating is
general admission, $6.00.
Tickets to all Zeiterion Theatre performance s are available at
their box office, or call (617) 9942900.
Boston Museum of Science -the
Return of the Dinosaurs
exibition

r!WffqO!i . · •· 1 .·
"I mean, look at me Scott! I'm
back! It's like a dream come true,
or a dream come false, I should
say."
"What do you mean, Patrick?
As a matter of fact, what are you
doing here? You're dead!"
.. Like I said, last season was all
a dream. Sort of like Dallas in
Wonderland ."
"'You mean I watched Dallas
all last season for nothing?"
"'Well, uh ...... yeah."
"And Sue Ellen's still a
drunk?"
"'Yup."
"And some of those other
characters never even existed?"

Cont. from p. 4

while, and a real clever one at
tl)aJ,. ~.u t gradq<.tl).Y my .gi~mick
"But why ... iWRY,!?~t. ·
\ylJJi< !lade ·. an,d 1 just 'wo~1tr·: be
"The folks at Southfork have funny anymore. · I'm not like
been gettin' real uneasy-like with · Lucy. I don't last and last and
that rival ranch down in Miami." last."
"Well you guys may be off"You've even been on Hollythe-wall, but they're just plain wood Squares, Alf!"
stupid. No plot, no drama, no
"The M up pets have been on
anything. Just music and photo- Hollywood Squares. Where's
graphy. MTV Patrol."
Miss Piggy now?"
"I on the other hand, fear I am
"Don't be such a fatalist, Alf.
doomed."
Nobody expected Night Court
"Who's that--ALF?! ?"
to last. I know I didn't.''
"I am the ghost of TV Future,
"Mark my words."
for soon I will be dead."
With this eerie prediction,
"But...but you're clever! retired to my room, where
Funny! Intelligent and witty, spoke with several popular noveven!!"
els of today. At least they make
"But alas, I'tn like Max Head- sense.
room. I'm a character for a

. · · :,

,,.~··) ,,,,,~,,,:.". ···'<'·

Speed of Sound

Hey sports fans! How about
them Red Sox, huh? Actually,
I'm sic!} of hearing ~bout that
damn baseball team.I'd much
rather go and see some great
music at one of Boston's fantastic clubs. Your best bet this
week is actually next week.
THE RAMONES at TheMetro
on November third. Also-, Bad
Brains with Gang Green at
The Channel on October 23
promises to be a good show.
Here's this weeks Speed Of
Sound club calendar.
10/23--The Fall with Splat
Catsat The Paradise--8 pm
Bad Brains, Gang Green,
Gone at The Channel--1 8 &
over
Scruffy the Cat at Grovers
Chain Link Fence, Push·Push
at Jack s--1 8 & over
10/24--0-P ositive at The
}'ar~dise--8 pm

Push Push, Chain Link Fence
at Jacks
Chesterfield Kings, Pajama
Slav·e Dancers Electric Love·
Muffin, Gorehound s at The
Rat
Scruffy the Cat at TT the
Bears Place--8 pm, All Ages
Scruffy the Cat,. Miracle
Legion, Ravages of Time at
TT the Bears Place--10 pm
Lou Miami, Forever 19, The
Strike at Club III
10/25--:-Sem per Fi at Grovers
Died Pretty, Christmas, and a
"Surprise Band" at TheRat
The Adolescent s, Slap Shot
at TT the Bears Place--3 pm,
All Ages
The Adolescent s, Dr.. Know,
Straw Dogs at TT the Bears
Place--9 pm
10/ 30--Sam is Dead at The

Cont. from p. 4
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"Nope. Just goes to show ya,
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tioner as pro-of. The beheaded
head looks very real indeed.
Afterwards, one knight chalThis exhibit opens on Tues- Nunsense opens in Boston
lenges another knight's honor
~ay, September 16, and con"Nunsense" , the hilarious, with a joust to the death. ihe
tmues through November 30, irreverent musical comedy that deadly joust is scheduled for
5:00
1?86. It wil _featur~ six gi~antic · features a quintet of singing, p.m. I will let you find
out who
dmosaurs, mcludmg Tncerat- dancing, romping nuns, comes wins.
ops, Pachycepha losaurus, Ste- to Boston for a four week
There are many shows like
gosuarus, Dimetrodon , and of engagement at the Boston Sha- gypsy dancers,
and the human
course, Tyrannosau rus R~x. The kespeare Theatre. Previews will
chess game to see. Performers·
museum. hours are dally 9-5 . be Thursday, and Friday, Oct. S surveyed before
King Richard
p.m., Fnday, 9-9 p.m., they are and 10, at 8 p.m.; Saturday
and his wife, Queen Katherine
closed Mondays. Admission is October 11, at 6:30 p.m., and
include dancers, jugglers, actors,
$5 for adults, $4 for college stu- 9 :30 p.m.; Sunday, Oct. 12, at 3 .stiltwalkers
& ropewalkers, pupdents with I.~,, $~:or children p.m. and 7 p.m.; and Tuesday, peteers, acrobats, and
minstrels.
(4-16),andsemorc1t1zens(~ge6S Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. After opening
and up).
Wednesday, Oct. 15 at 7:30
There are also fortune tellers
.. Nunsense" will run Tuesda:)
on the premises. Zenobia, who,
through Friday evenings at 8 uses an ancient method calle~
p.m., Saturdays at 6:30 p.m.,
Lithomancy , the Difination of
A Streetcar Named Desire
and
9:30
p.m.,
and
Sundays
at
3
Stones.
Difination is made based
A Streetcar Named Desire,
p.m.
and
7
p.m.
Preview
tickets
on
the
way
in which the objects .
which is one of the most exploare
$14.00,
and
$17.50.
Afte1
relate
to
each
other as they fall,
sive plays of all times opens at
opening
night
tickets
range
from
and
on
the
patterns
that are
the Lyric Stage, Theatre on the
$25.50-$17.5
0.
Tickets
went
on
formed.
The
Stones
represent
Hill, on October 15, at 7:30p.m.,
and runs through November 23. sale Sept. 29 at the box office. the four seasons,and five elements, life. luck, etc ... The other
It runs Wednesday through Fri- For more info call 267-5600.
·fortune teller is an astrologer,
day at 8 p.m., Saturdays, at 5
Phyllis Campbell, who has her
p.m. and 8:30 p.m., and Sundays New Black Eagle Jazz Band
They will perfoming on Fri- own den, where she predicts
at 3 p.m. Tickets range from $912, depending on th day, and are day, November 7, 1986,at 8:00 your fortune. Her brochure
available at the box office, at p.m,. at Bernadi's, Rt, I A, Wal- )hows Ms. Campbell with the
742-8703, through Concert- pole. The concert is sponsored first lady. Quite credible.
Charge at 497-1118, or at Bostix. by the Walpole Arts Council in
Next week's series will be the
The Lyric Stage is located at 34 celebration of it's 15th anniverCharles St. , off Beacon Hill, in sary. 'Tickets are $10.00 and will discovery of fine cookery and
not be sold at the door. Call 668- excellent craft shops to see. Until
Boston.
91l7.
then, Good Morro.

TV Grav eyard , con't
ghost of TV present, everyone's

The Comment

Rtit
Halloween Extravagan za with
The Fools, Rick Berlin--The
Movie, The Keep at The
Channel
Gang Green at The Rat
I 1/03--THE RAMONES at
The Metro

Well, folks, that's a.bout it for
this week. Don't get mad at
me, I just report 'em, I don't
schedule 'em. By the way, in
case anyone out there is
brain-dead, TheRatis the one
in Kenmore Square. I'd love to
see Gang Green playthe BSC
Rat, but no one there has the
guts to ask them to come, 'cos
they just might say yes. rn be
back next. week and every
week with, a new Speed of
Sound club report. Or not.
-Max Speed

•H•~gf~~:~

We offer steady employment, .
paid vacations and heal th benefits.Interviews will be held every

L

tif~tb~E'

EARLY MORNING
HOURS

trNfTEO' PARCEL SERVICE ~.
200 Oak Hill Way. Bl'ockton, Ma.
Equal Opportunity H;mploye1• l<'t!mull'1Mah• · VvH•1·an~

$a-1·5 per/h our
We can solve your financial dilemma, if you
can invest 20-30 hours per week helping us run
our business. -flexible hours- will train. 12 positions available througho ut the Southern Mass.
area.

For more Info., contact 583-1000

Baby sitte r want ed
Preferably an Early Childho od or
Elemen tary Educat ion major living
on campus who can be available on
Saturda y nights and occasional· midweek nights. Three childre n, ages
5,7,a-nd 11. $3.50 an hour.

Call Gail at 697-2523.
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1986

Andrea Clifford-English

Homecoming

Christine Hayes-Management Science

Ed Miller-Theatre

Cathy Murphy-Mai

\.<;t..

.

,;,-",)%~1l•or<J.~'ihi'i'/l"'",,

Karen Medieros-Psychology

Roger Spring-Psychology

Tom Devin-Management Science

Kathy Ryan-Speech Communication

-

Diane Schmid-Management Science

Jack Horgan-..S?

Yoshitaka A~do-Physical Education

Melissa Frank'"".'Pom

.

Not available ·tor photo

Ann Coleman
Scott BoutiUer
John McGuinness
Gerald McDermott

Noreen Connell-Physical· Education

Jayne Rose-speech· Communications

Thursday, October 23, 1986

Nominees

gement Science·

John Pozerski-Management Science

The Comment

1986

Michelle Lombardo -Philosop hy

George Balian-Bu siness Management

Sharon Hunt-Management s.,q1ence;

llScience

Jim Lynch-Ar t

Heidi .Berry-Be mentary Education

Keith Wilcox..:Management Science

VO TE
For_your

HOM ECO MING
KING and QUEEN
next week
.
· · Connie Nadeau-P hysical Education

Al O'Errico-Physical Scienc.e
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Living
The Livingroom of BSC
riated. More money was gained
from the outcom e of another
tiemons tration, in 1964, when
students congreg ated on the
There is always somethi ng to steps of the State House.
do at the Student Union. It's
Th~ Student Union is divided
happeni ng. Throug h many years
of plannin g and hard work, the into three distinct area: an audiS. U. has proven itself to be the torium/ theatre wing (seating
center of student activity on 3500), a student activitie s center,
and a cafeteri a wing. Upon the
BSC's campus.
initial opening , only the student
Being equippe d with a game activities wing was
open. This
room, numero us lounge areas, was because the cafeteri
a was
ballroom , conferen ce and recep- still ·under constru
ction and the
tion rooms, lecture hall, cafete- auditor ium needed
finishin g
ria and a dining hall, (and the list touches. In May of
I971, the
goes on), makes it almost impos- building was dedicate
d through
sible for someon e enrolled at a week of various
activitie s, culBSC to avoid this popular build- minatin g with a perform
ance of
ing. If there is nothing going on the Boston Pops
with Arthur
at the moment , a walk through Fiedler.
the halls and lobby areas will
The goal of the S. U. has been
introduc e a vast number of signs
and bulletin boards filled with to expand, develop . and impleadvertis ements of events coming ment as many services and proup soon. The S.U. is a place for grams to meet the needs of the
both commut ers and residents college commu nity. These
because its many various facili- include a snack bar, music listenties fulfill the social, cultural , ing lounge, a number of stuintellec tual,an d recreat ional dy/ recreati on areas, college
booksto re, FM radio studios,
needs of the students .
council chambe r, college newsThe seven million dollar com- paper, yearboo k, art gallery,
plex partially opened in 1970. It closed circuit televisio n facilities,
was the result of a decade of Rathske llar with a big screen,
effort. by student s, faculty, t.v., and a copy center.
alu mnt· 'a'ti'O"'gO'Vernment '~orn.::· . Th~ .tJ. p.rovt~r(;~ anin~tna+~~ ,.
ciaJs. Even back in the I 930's atmosph ere to supplem
ent and
suggestions were made to build a complem tent the various educaplace for a combin ation Alumni tional activities that take
place .
Center and Student Center. in the classro om. This
· is
Howeve r, nothing was accomp - achieved through the coopera
lished until the I 960's when stu- tion and work of the S.U.
Board
dent leaders along with the of Govern ors, Program Compresiden t of the student govern- . mittee, and Staff. Also, its pleament began asking for legislative sant and clean environ ment,
approva l of monies to plan and tends to the various student
constru ct a student center. In needs. It was the hope of Edward
1962, 700 student s joined J. Meaney , past Directo r of the
togethe r on the steps of Boyden S.U ., to attempt 'to bring
Hall With their lunches to dem- together the diverse interest s in
onstrate to a group of visiting our college commu nity. If we
legislato rs how badly a student can accomp lish that goal
center was needed. As a result of through our activitie s, then,
their successful demons tration, truly, this building will be the
an initial $400,000 was approp- "livingr oom" of BSC.'
By

Karen Melanso n

David GiJlis, Tanya DeFili ppo, and Matt Metra no snugg le on a Stude
nt Union
couch (Photo by Kirk Van Dyke) .

M ys te ry Photo

(Photo by Kirk VanDyk e)

Myste ry Photo - Do you know what and where this is? Hint: they
are not
mailbo xes. Last week"s answer· - lights in the S.U. audito rium· lobby.

Planning to r the Fu tu re

By
Kirsten Gardner
The Career Plannin g and
Placeme nt Center is a student
service located on the ground
floor of the Student Union near
the candy counter . The center
was originally called "Career
·Explor ative" back in 1975 when
the Student Governm ent Association ran and funded it. In 1980,
the college saw the need for a
career. center so Denny Ciganovic was appoint ed to form the
center that is known today.
Ciganovic, along with two full
time staff member s. O!le half
time member and six work study
'student s run this necessary service that many students are
unaware of.
Many ~eniors know about the
office from seeking help with
their resumes and job searches.
However, the Career Plannin g
and Placeme nt Center offers· a
great many services to under-

classme n as well. They have the
advanta ge of preparin g for their
· careers ahead of time through
internsh ips, part-tim ejobs, work
study,or even voluntee r work
that the center may suggest. Students confused about a major or
what area of interest to go into
can also find suggestions from
the available counsel ors along
with many books,te sts, and
other info~mative gtJides in .the
center that they never knew
existed. The center stresses the
fact that they are not only concerned about placing a student in
a job, but are also concerned
with .. helping students develop
themselves.,,
The Career · Plannin g and
Placeme nt Center welcomes any
students , even alumni, seeking
career or academic advice. The
center is open Monday through
Friday 9 to 5 and Tuesday nights
until 8:00 pm. So stop by and see
what you've been missing.

Denny Cigan ovic advises Bob Lang at the· Caree r Office .
'
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Can you find the hidden old TV shows?
BATMAN

I LOVE LUCY

BONANZA

I SPY
LASSIE

COMBAT
DOBIE GILLIS
DR. KILDARE
F-TROOP
GE COLLEGE BOWL
GET SMART
GIDGET
GRINDL
So.. WOf<P WAS OllT... 11E tAS'r

IJA~t.OPC H1P !Me# !WNP.
I/NP AttEIXA'-' Al?lrk5V ~5

HANK
N,

HAZEL

AN/7 71£ ~55.

HONEY WEST

MOelt.IZ€P-ltKC 11lt 11Kt'r1Y.••

71/UE 11615 _/
5HOtJT/

MARGIE
MR.o ED

MR. NOVAK
MY THREE SONS
OPEN· ENO
PERRY MASON
TOPPER
TWILIGHT ZONE
ZORRO

BSC A Chea per Education
Worth Every Penny

/_.,.~'t:r"~

By
Peter Marsiglia

The price of room and board
JrVas decided by the cost of food
and services. This cost was payaReality will set in once the ble quarterly, in advance, and
total college experience is over. based on two students occupying
':"ithin six months
room. Obviously , the word
tion, most of us will be paymg "tnple" wasn't a part of the
END ·11-2-86 ~ backloans thatweret akenoutto administra tion's vocabulary . If
it"help pay for our education. Has .privacy was desired, single
GEMINI (May 21-June 6) -- You .lt it always been like this? Who rooms were available
in what
may benefit greatly this week by sev- Jt .
.
•
ering working relationship with loved* said that m order to get a good was called The Normal
Hall.
one. Examine options, ho~ever. (June: education one must go into a This would run you
about $260
7-June 20) -- Progress this week d~- Jt- great amount of debt?
for the year or sixty-five dollars
pends upon harmony at home. It m- ·
'
deed may be hard to come by. Play the :
Let's step back into the past to per quarter.
peacemaker.
*
.
.
.
CANCER (June 21.July 7) .. The Jt- check if paymg for an education
Students actually had people
week opens slowly, but you have an *was always expensive. In 1879
opportunity to come through when .the *
to do their laundry back then. It
f h· • f
chips are down toward midweek. (July *our at er s at her or our moth8-July 22) -- Normal channels of com- It er's mother probably didn't have cost. fifty cents a .week and the
m~nication may. no~ be ?pe~ to you Jt to pay for school. If you were a shirts required which were called
this week. Use your imagmatton!
It .
"middy blouses" were ironed for
·
.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)-.. You come .-resident of Massachus etts, the
closer to an all-~mportan~ revelation : tuition at Bridgewat er State Col- the students. My mother gets
as the seconds tick by this week. Be .- Iege was free. The poor people more than fifty cents a load
prepared to make changes. (Aug. 8-. .,.
because all the spare change usuAug. 22) - Keep. quiet this week and .,. from out of the state had to pay a
ally
left in my pants comes out in
you can indeed fare well. One word too If- whopping fifty dollars a year to
many could spell disaster for you now. If- tt d BSC E
the
wash.
th
ht
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7) •• Finan- Jt. a en
· ven _ oug o us
cial success may seem out of reach Jt h"
·
·
this week •. though originality can pay•~ 18 pnce seems n d u 1?us1Y1ow• it·
Even though these expenses
off mightily at this time. (Sep~. s~Sept. •involved some sacrifices to be sound unreasona bly
low, we
22) -- Focus on your wor~ this week, •made by those paying for it. A must take mto considerat
ion the
rather than your reputation, and you*
.
.
·
.
will improve both.
lt payment plan. was .developed m major changes that have taken
LIBRA (~pt. 23-0ct. 7) -- Count
order to help alleviate the pres- place in. the economy. We are
only those eggs that are in the basket~
· h
h lf f h
· ·
·
.
· .
this week. Anticipation may lead to* sure, w ere a
~ t. e tuition earnmg . more money and t~
major disappointment. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22): was due at the begmmng of each exchange we must pay
the prke.
-·Though you may feel unfocused and* term. Today, fifty dollars would A well-know n celebrity
once
undisciplined this week you can* ·
.
.
.
·
.
ach.ieve much with even a inodicum of lit ba~ely cover the c~s. t. of buy1.ng ~ sum.med it
all up by saymg that.
effort.
*pair of pants at Fllenes, while it college prepared students for life
lt- paid for an entire education ir because it put them in debt right

****************************** **************************
YOUR STA

~

~
--tc

·

:t

~By Stella Wilder

-Jc

~ The corning week provides an un--tcusual source f!f frustr.ation, as te~m·~ ~ork proves d1ff1cult, if not do!Vnri~ht
~impossible, as a result of differing
-tic goals, outlooks, met~o~s and motiyes.
~Collective progress is indeed possible
--t< this. week, but it will very likely be
.-tleslow going, and will demand of each
-tic team member the utmost patience
-ic and determinat ion, as well as a capac:: ity for challenging hardship head-on.
tc The in~ividual fares exceptionally
-tic Well this week, however, and can
-tctnake great strides. . .
-tc Among . families, the parent-c~ild
-tic ~elationsh1p demands great at~entlon
-tic if the seeds for a permanent rift are
-tic not to be planted as a :esult.of what at
-tic th~ outset are only minor differences.
• Attempts ~t communica tion must be
--tic honest and wen-meant this week.
-tic ''Courtesy chats" do more harm than
•good at this time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2.3-Nov. 7)-- Do not
-9' alter your plans this wee~ merely b,e·-9' cause they do not mesh with another s.
-9' Seek mutual accommodati_on. (Nov .. 8·
-9' ~ov. 21) -- A minor compla1~t early m
-tKthe week may well develop mto a ma·
-tr Jor crisis. Tread lightly around elders.
·-tic SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 7) "-tKProgr~ may be threaten_ed .through·
-tr out the week by one who insists upon
-9' conformity . Don't giye i~! (Dec. 8·D!c·
!I)-· Be content w~th little earl~ m
-9' the week; you may find yourself with a

:t, .

:t

RS THIS WEE. K :*

great deal by week's end.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 6) ••
You may be working at cross-purposes this week with one who is actually an ally. Seek the cause of differences. (Jan. 7-Jan. 19) -- A good week
for pursuing that secret goal. Family
members may not express their true
support.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)--Curb
the urge to play matchmaker this
week; in fact, stay out of other peopie's business altogether! (Feb. 4-Feb.
18) - Your good intentions may be
misinterpreted as meddling this week.
Even so, help out where you can.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5) ··Do not
hesitate to advance a special relationship one step further this week. Be receptive to hints. (Marcb.6-Marcb 20) -You have much to learn from the
young this week, who are able to work
well together -- independently.
ARIES (March 21-April 4) -- You
may be too self-absorbed early in the
week to hear cries for help from loved
one. Better late than never, however!
(April 5-April 19) -- Keep your cool
this week when faced with an unsolic·
ited challenge. Prove yourself!
TAURUS (April 20-May 5) •• Environmental influences are great this
week, as are those that originate within the family unit. Communicate!
(May 6·May 20) -- What is. surely
yours as the week opens may be lost
for good· as a result of midweek
events. Hold on!

~fter grad~a- on~

!

~ *************************************************** ***~·1857.

:>ff the bat.
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Menu for Tillinghast and Great Hill
BREAKFA ST

X

F

s

LUNCH
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chili Con Carne
Fried Rice

Scramble d Eggs
Pancakes w/ Syrup

Tuna Melts
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich w/ Gravy
Mashed Potatoes ·
Broccoli w Cheese Sauce

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter
Onion Rings
Cheese Pizza

Eggs to 0 rd er
French Toast

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on a Bun
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Potato Gems

Beef Noodle Soup
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potatoes

.Eggs to Order •
Waffles

Chicken Noodle Soup
Meatball Sub w/ Redsauce
H qt Turkey Sandwich
Whipped Potatoes

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Ravioli
Chicken Cutlet w/ Supreme Sauce
Parsley Boiled Potatoes
Corn

Cheese Omelet
Waffles

•

M

Cheese Omelet
Waffles

T

Scramble d Eggs
Pancakes
Bacon

DINNER.

Tomato Soup
Baked Chicken
V-4 lb. Hamburg w/ Bacon
French Fries

W Cheese Omelet
French Toast

Tomato Soup
Buddy Boy on a Bun
American Chop Suey
Carrots & Peas

Roast Turkey w/ Gravy & Dressing
Baked Ham w/ Fruit Sauce
Mashed Potato
Spinach

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastromi on a bun
Chicken a la King
Potato Puffs

Fresh Baked Cod
Spaghett i w/ Meatballs
O'Brien Potatoes
Garlic Bread

Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard 's Pie w/ Gravy
Peas & Mushroom s

Corn Chowder
Steak w/ Sauteed Onion and Mushroo m
Chicken Cutlet w1·srown Gravy
Baked Potato Bar
·

Facilities Include;
• Hourly Groups
• Airdyne Bikes

• Steamroom
• Whirlpool
• Sauna

• Complete Nautilus Program
• Beginner & Advanced Aerobics

• Babysitting. Available
LOCATED:
Westgate Mall Plaza

Brockton
588-1818

HOURS:

• Tanning· Beds Availabre

Ferniqj.que
HEALTH 8PA
"ThJE 8HAP E t]vIA~ER8"

Monday-Friday 7:30-9:00 • Saturday 9:00-5:00 • Sunday 12:00-5:00

G E T S M . A (T

S E W Y E N 0

H
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Sports

Football ties ...
By
Bob Patterson

But this was all the success the
Plymouth State defense was
going to surrender. BSC called
The old adage has it: "A tie is on their defense to carry them
like kissing your sister." But through this one once again.
after a 7-7 tie with the Plymouth And they answered the call by
State Panthers, the Bridgewater shutting down a potentially
State Bears football team can potent PS offense.
"Again the defense camp up
walk away with a little more
pride than the old adage with a big game," said BSC head
coach, Peter Mazzaferro. "The
suggests.
Defensive was the football kids played great."
Though evidently fatigued,
played Saturday at Swenson
Field.
the defense refused to die. HowThe BSC defense came into ever one play put the knife in the
the game following a stand-out water bag. PS quarterback Ted
performance last week against Shea found wide receiver Tad
Nichols College, giving up just Falzarano in the endzone from
60-yards of total offense. On the 44-yards out. Brian Harrington
other side of the ball, the Pan th- added the point-after to tie the
ers defense had given up just 10 score, 7-7.
points all season. So defense was
PS had one more opportunity
the match-up, and defense there to win the game with about one
was.
minute left in regulation. HarEarly Plymouth State mis- rington came on to kick a 27takes allowed the Bears the yard field goal on fourth and
opportunity to score, but two two. Instead of kicking for the
missed field goals by Gary win, PS faked the kick. Holder
Camarillo of 44- and 47-yards, Shea took the snap from center
kept the score deadlocked at 0-0. and rolled out, looking downBut one too many. Plymouth field for a reciever. But defensive
State errors finally put BSC on end Doug Barnard wasn't fooled
the scoreboard.
at all. Barnard ran down Shea,
A Plymouth State fumble was who barely got the ball off,
recovered by BSC midway resulting in an incomplete pass.
through the second quarter.
The effort was commendable
Quarterback Mike Wallace but, the score makes the differ* •• JQJ:"~rfiQ• .
~i«''ii;~p,~~,,,,''\Ve're never pleased with
-.. . . , , ,. Eleep"'-rlFYAfeif67
sefi$i\<4ria'tie;" said Mazzaferro. nwe did
up the score. Wallace capped-off the best we could. We just came
the BSC series with a one-yard up against the best defense in the
run for the touchdown. Cama- conference."
ritlo provided the extra point to
Possibly the second best
put BSC in front, 7-0.
defense now.

WH

Bridgewater's .Mark Nevitz carries the ball against Mass Maritime. 'Brigdewater won 6-3 (Photo by Brent Rossi)

...and ties again
By
Ray Puglisi

Mike Wallace swept around the
left end for a one yard jaunt.
Tom Egan scored before the half
on a two yard run. Gary Camarillo added both extra points to
put the Bears up 14-0 at the. half.
The Bear defense, which had
only let up one touchdown in
eleven quarters, held Mass. Maritime for three more quartersalmost four before two big plays
ended their shutout hopes. Defensively, the Bears gave up 247
yards, 76 rushing and 17 l passing. The Bears a.re rank~d,5th in
the NEFC in total defense .and
are led by Roger Sumpter and
co-captains Doug Barnard and
Bob Fries.
Offensively, the Bears, who

Two in a row for the football
Bears. This past Saturday
Bridgewater played to its second
consecutive tie.
Bridgewater played to a 14-14
tie in the first college bowl game
of the year, the Cranberry Bowl,
against Mass. Maritime
Academy in Buzzards Bay.
Mass. Maritimes' freshman
quarterback, Chris Nardone, hit
Peter Cavassa for a 26-yard
touchdown pass with 2:03 left in
the game to notch the tie.
The Bears opened up a 14-0
halftime lead, beginning in the
first quarter when quarterback

s

two weeks ago were number one
in the conference, dropped to
number three by only picking up
155 yards in total offense; 82
yards on the ground and 73 in
the air. The Bear defense is led by
quarterback Mike Wallace and
running backs Tom Egan and
Frank Dennison.
The Bears are now 2-1-2 and
ranked fifth in the New England
Football Conference. They will
be on the road this week, traveling to fourth ranked Westfield
State. The Bears are unbeaten in
the past four games. The next
home game will be Homecoming
weekend Nov. 1st against Worcester State.

BSC
Sco rebo ard
(Oct. 8 through Oct. 21)

Cross Country
Men
Codfish Invitational
8th Place
MASCAC Championships

Women's Tennis
:SSC 5

Westfield State 4

BSC 3

Fitchburg State 0

BSC 7

Regis College 2

BSC '3

Eastern Nazareth Q

BSC 5

BSC. 5
BSC 5
BSC 5

Salve Regina 0
Roger Williams 1

SMU 4

Codfish Invitational
9th Place
MASCAC Championships
Fourth P!ace

BSC 0

Smith Invitational

Third Place

Third Place

BSC 8 . Assumption
BSC ~

Roger Williams 3
I

field Hockey

Wheaton College J.V. 0

Cross Country
Women

Worcester 3

MAIA W Tournament

Second Place

Women's.Soccer

Volleyball

BSC 2
BSC 2

Fitchburg 0

Assumption 2

Regis College 0

Water Polo
Holy Cross 8

BSC 2

Worcester State 0

BSC 0
BSC t

BSC I

SMU 0

Westfield State 0

Salem State 2

BSC .0

BSC 31

BSC 15

BSC 15

Wesleyan 6
Bates College 6

Trinity College 16
BSC 5

BSC 5

BSC 15

Clark 0

R.l.C. 0
Worcester State 0

BSC 2

Eastern Nazarine J

Salem State 3

BSC 0

Framingham St. 2 ·

Men's Tennis
Salem State 7
BSC I

BSC, 2

Framingham St. 0

Westfield State 8

BSC

'Rugby

W.P.I. 4

Dartmouth 17
BSC 14

BSC

BSC 6

Assumption 0

BSC 18

SSC 3

Men's· Soccer

BSC 6

Mass. Maritime 3 ,

Roger WiJlia.ms 14

BSC 6

Football
BSC 7
BSC 14

Plymouth State 7
Mass. Maritime 14
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Water
Polo

Pro eat
By
Bill Bilodeau
This is for all of you who have been so involved in your studies
that you have lost contact with the real -world. If you have been
uninformed. since the start of the semester, here is what you've
missed in pro sports.
The semester opened on September 3 with the Red Sox in first
place by 4'l2 games.
On Sunday, the seventh, Ivan Lendl and Martina Navratilova
won the singles titles in the U.S. Open, at Flushing Meadows,N.Y.
That same day the N.F.L. kicked off it's 1986 season. The-Patriots
opened with an unsurprising 33-3 win over the pathetic Indianapolis Colts.
On Sept. I I, the Red Sox won their eleventh straight to boost
their lead over Toronto to 8Yi games. Meanwhile, the Patriots were
beating, and beating up on, the N.Y. Jets. The Pats' 20-6 victory
gave them a 2-0 record
The next day, the National Hockey League training camps got
under way.
On Sept. 17, the New York Mets became the first team to make it
to the baseball playoffs, clinching the National League•s Eastern
Division crown.
On Sept. 19, nearly ten thousand California "fans" walked out in
the late innings of a no-hitter pitched against the Angels by Chicago's Joe Crowley.
Two. days later, the Patriots' bubble was burst when· Seattle
scored I 7 points in the last three minutes for a 38-31 come from
behind victory.
On Sept.25, the Houston Astros' Mike Scott pitched a no-hitter
to clinch the N.L. West title.
The next night, the California Angels clinched the American
League Western Division title.
The Boston Red Sox clinched the A.L. East title on Sept. 28.
That day the Patriots dropped their second straight, losing to
Denver 27-20.
On October I, the Red Sox had a scare when Roger Clemens was
hit by a line drive off the bat of Baltimore's John Stefero. X-rays
proved negative, and Clemens did not miss a start.
The N. B. A. opened it's training camps on Oct. 2.
On Oct. 5 the Patriots destroyed the Miami Dolphins 34-7. The
Major League Baseball season ended that same day ..
. · Major League Baseball's playoffs began on Oct 7 in the American League. Boston's Roger Clemens was rocked, while California's Mike Witt pitched no-hit ball for seven inri.iri.gs as the Ang~ls

Banner outside Wood Hall cheers the Red
Sox (Photo by John Burns).

The Roadside Diner
579 Bedford Street (Routes 18 and 28)
(across from the Nautilus Center)
Bridgewater, Ma 02324
Open 7 days
Monday-Saturday: 5 a.m. - .2 p.m.
Sunday: 6 a.m. '"'. Z.:p.m.
Breakfast served all day
omelets pancakes fresh muffins
2 eggs any style
home fries~ toast,
coffeeon/y 99¢

Daily luncheon specials:
An inexpensive alternative to the
Goflege Cafeteria

::.~:-t~~~~~;ina~~;,n~h:0M~~.";~:~~~i~:~~es;~::~1~~~~:;:·· t..~rk
...

alive as Bruce Hurst beat the Angels 9-2, to even the series at 1-1.
On Oct. 9, the N.H.L. regular season opened. In Houston, the
Mets beat the Astros to even the N.L. Championship Series at one
game apiece.
The American League series resumed Oct. 10 with Boston's Oil
Can Boyd losing to John Candelaria, giving California a 2-1 seri~s
lead.
The next afternoon, Oct. 11, Lenny Dykstra 's ninth inning, two
run home run, gave N.Y. a 6-5 win and a2-l lead in the series. Later
that night, the Angels overcame a 3-0 deficit in the bottom of the
ninth to tie the game at 3-3. They went' oh to win it in the 11th, 4-3,
to take a 3 games to 1 lead in the series.
On Oct. 12, the Patriots fell behind the N.Y. Jets 24-0 in the first
half~ and never quite recovered. The surprising 31-24 win put New
York two games up on New England in the.AFC East race. Later
that day, the Red Sox, behind ninth inning home runs by Don
Baylor and Dave.Henderson, beat the Angels7-6in 11 innings and
sent their series back to Boston trailing, three· games to two .. That
night, Mike Scott again baffled New York as Houston evened that
series with a 3-1 win.
Both the Mets. and the Red Sox won on October 14. The Mets
took a three to two series lead with a 2-1 victory. The win came in
the eleventh inning on a Gary Carter single. Boston sent the Ameri~
can League championship to a seventh game by battering California, 10-4.
The World Series participants were decided on October 15. The
Mets beat the. Astros 7-6 in sixteen innings •the longest game in
League Championship Series history. Then the Red Sox, behind
Roger Clemens's pitching, captured the American League Pennant
with an 8-1 win.
The 1986 World Series got under way on Octa ber J8, and the first
game was a beauty. The Red Sox won the game 1-0 when a Tim
Teufel error allowed.the orily run of the game to score, breaking up ff
·pitching duel between Bosfon's Bruce Hurst and Ron Darling of the
Mets.
B.oston took a 2:-0 lead in the Series the next day when they beat
New York 9-3. This was supposed to be a ma:tchup of the respective
aces ofthe staffs- Boston's Roger Clemens vs. New York's Dwight
Gooden. However both pitchers were hit hard.
Tuesday night, the Mets brought the Series to 2-1 Boston with a
7-1 victory. They roughed up- Boston's Dennis Boyd for four first
inning runs, and coasted to the win behind the pitching of Bobby
Ojeda.
Last night, the Mets again jumped out to a lead, this time of 5-0.
They went on to t~e the Series with a 6-2 win.

e

The Bridgewater State College Water Polo Club went 4-1
last week, with their only loss
coming from Dartmouth College in a non-league game. The
Bears are still undefeated within
the New England Small College
Water Polo Conference (10-0-0).
The Bears started the week off
by traveling to Worceste~ and
beating the Holy Cross Crusaders 18-8. Scott Goodrich scored·
7 goals while Darryl Aviza, Mike
Richards, and Bryan King netted 3 each. Steve McKay and
Mike Young rounded out the
scoring. Rich Faucher had 22
saves in net.
Bridgewater hosted Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and set a
club record by beating WPI 314. Young led the Bears with 6
while Goodrich scored 5. Aviza,
McKay and King tallied 4 each.
Bob Hoefer added 3, Dave Savaria 2, and Sharon Waleik, Jim
Henry and Mike Richards 1
each. Faucher and Jim Dupuis
combined for 29 saves in net.
The club then traveled north
to play a game against Dartmouth College. In a close, fierce
game, the Bears were nipped 1715. Goodrich led Bridgewater
with 8. Young chipped in 3 while
Richards, Hoefer, King and
McKay all had I. Faucher had
14 saves.
The Bears moved on to Lewis-

working
maps?

Cont. on p. 15

with~

The Boston Regional Office of the U.S. Cen.sus
Bureau needs people to·work on a mapping project which involves digitizing updates from census
maps into a digital cartographic base file. Basic
map reading and map interpretation skills are
required.
Positions are available on the day shift (8:30 am 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday) and on the evenin~ shift (5:00 pm - 11 :00 pm, M-onday through
-Fnday) .. The salary for the day shift is $6.16 per
hour and $6.78 per hour for the evening· shift.
Requir~ments:

U.S. Citizen, high school graduate
or equivalent, pass map reading test.
If interested, write or call: U.S. Department of
Commerce : Bureau of the Cans.us·
441 Stuart Street
Boston, MA 02116
223-4698
Include your telephone !lumber when writing. An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Field
Hockey

.. •

By
Jeff Sherman
The BSC Field Hockey Team
continues to struggle against
non-league opponents while
over.:.powering the MASCAC
teams. In the past four games,
BSC has gone 2-1-1. Their
record now stands at 9-4-1 overall and 8-1 in the MASCAC
league; the only league loss coming to Salem State.
BSC's Karen Nash (26) defends against Salem's Karen Puska.
Against Assumption College,
Photo by Debra Willis.
the Lady Bears had eight more
shots than AC but still lost 2-1. and twelve penalty strokes.
Cont. from p. 14
BSC then travelled to SMU ton for games against Bates ColNeither team scored in the first
half, but AC notched their first and tied 0-0 after two overtimes. lege and Wesleyan University.
of two second period goals at SMU had sixteen shots to BSC's They both fell easily as Bridgeeleven, and collected fourteen water beat Wesleyan 14-6 and
9:38 into the period.
BSC's Sue Larson reached penalty corners to BSC's four. Bates 15-6.
home on a Cathy McGough pass BSC goalie Amy Barton closed
The club finished its regular
at 12:25 to tie the score. But AC's the door, registering eight saves. season this past week with a 16 to
Finally, the Lady Bears tra- 15 loss to Trinity College and a
Canna Polciro took the wind out
of BSC's sails when she slapped velled to Westfield State and 5-0 forfeit win over Clark Unihome the winning goal at 12:48. came home with a 1-0 win.
versity. The club's overall record
All statistics were on BSC's is 11-2-0 and 11-1-0 in the New
BSC had thirteen shots to
AC's five, and both teams had side as they took sixteen shots to England Small College Water
five penalty corner shots. BSC WSC's six. BSC also took two Polo Conference.
goalie Amy Barton recorded more penalty corne·r shots than
The Bears started out slow
wsc.
only one save in the game.
against Trinity and it was apparWendy Stoddard scored the ent that Trinity was out to
The Lady Bears. rebounded
against Worcester State with a game winning goal in the second avenge 'its earlier 15 to 11 loss.
2-0 win. Wendy Stoddard and period, off a pass from Sue Lar- Late in the third period, BridgeKirsten Douthwright scored the son~ Teammate Amy Barton water" was trailing 14 to 7 but
BSC goal$ to ice the win. Both recorded the shut-out with .two with an 8 goal fourth and the
goals came in the second half. saves, and with a little help from team in control, the club almost
WSC had no shots or penalty her defense, who stopped four pulled it off. But time ran out.
strokes. BSC had fifteen shots shots.
Scott Goodrich led all scorers
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·,'Modeling as a .career or
part-time?

,

.,"~ 'Find out how to get started.
~ ~ Call for an individual consul1------.
-.'_......,. tation ..262-4581
Fashion - Photography

Television_ Portfolios Modeling Career Concepts
.Make-up - Hairstyling '176 Newbury Street, Boston
The busi.ness of J!l9.d~ling

•stretcher frames
*resumes
*envelopes
*personal stationery
*wedding Invitations
*buslne11 cards
*raffle tickets
*dance tickets
*artist paints
*drafting supplies

D 0 rr' 5
Stati•onery
Store

·pe:n•/pencll•
•posterboard
•calculators
•construction paper
*school supplies
*office equipment
*rubber stamps
*typing paper
•report covers
*typewriter repairs

Office & school supplies
Complete printing service available
Wedding Invitations Arl supplies

697-2433 or 697-2483
43 Central Sq. (rear)Bridgewater, Ma. 02324
Present this ad and receive a free gift
Limit one coupon per person

10°/o
discount
for
students

No. _ __
Student discount card
for Oorr's Stationery Store
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addren----------Town _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student 1.0. n u m b e r - - - - - - - - Till• card entitles th• above.named to a 10'1c discount on all ~chool
and art 1uppllH. ExplrH June 1, 19117

Directions to Dorr's: From Student Union go up School St. by the Fire
Station, across the Town Green and up the driveway to Oorr's. Just two
blocks away!

and set a new club record with 12
~

-·~'

•_,..;:~:#

I
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Presents

David Leo and the
Scoundrels
Halloween Party

9:00p.m-12:30a . m.
$1.0.0 for Wheaton students
$2.50 for guests
Oct. 31

The Loft
For rent
A classy, 2 bedroom· Village
Green Condo. 1/2 mile walk
to Boyden Hall. 1 1/2 baths, 2
reserved parking spaces.
Laundry facilities. $750 per
month, including utilities.·
Available mid-November to
July 1~87.. Call 697-6226.

Party Time & Travel present

The French Connection

f'H'·~

ONLY ·~.,f Montreal

'L.. $ 79 • ~
~f'

Drinking age is 18
•

Night clubs open

1
November
14, 15, 16

until 3 AM

Your exciting weekend includes:
*Round trip transportation
*3 days/2nights accommadations at the Ramada Inns, Le Sherbourg, or
Maritime hotels
*Welcome party at Montreal's famous Old Munich Pub
*Free admission to Montreal's hottest night spots
*3 convenient departure dates
Please return slip ~i~h a $30.00 deposit.

Act f_ast, space is limited!

Name of hotel you prefer to stay at as listed ........................... : ............ .
Please return with $30.00 deposit to Party Time & Travel Inc. 7 Oregon Ave., Suite B,
Woburn, MA 01801 (617) 938-8839
Full 'payment due 30 days prior to departure.
Narr:ie .................................•....•............................... ········
:.Home address and phone .......................................................... .
'School address and phone ........................................................... .
Roommates names addressses & home phone #'s ............•.... , .. ; ...•.....•..•..
Name of Company/School/Organization you are traveling with ....................... .
I have read, understood and accept all terms as specified in this ad.
Your signature ............•....................... ; ...•............................. ·.
Today's da:t~ •.. '.....................................•................. ·............ ··
' $30.00 deposit" is .non-refundable. Please, no personal checks for final payment
,
So that we may process your res.ervations as soon as possible please1 have each person send his/her own
. Reservation form with all requested information
·
Party Time & Travel Inc.• 7 Oregon ~ve. •Suite B *Woburn, MA 01801 • (617) 938~8839
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====================Announcements~·~·====================
MEETING FOR COMMUNI- LECTURE: ' ENCOUNTER THE MULTICULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS IN "POLICY ISSUES IN HAZARDCATION MAJORS
WITH TERRORISM" with . FILM COMMITTEE and Max- GERMANY AND CHINA- OUS AND TOXIC SUBSTANJerry Levin of CNN (Cable well Library of Bridgewater Faculty and students who are CES MANAGEMENT"
On Tuesday October 28, at 11 News Network) will speak on · State College will show the film interested in these programs but
a.m. in the Library Lecture Hall Terrorism on Nov. 5 in the Stu- . IPHIGENIA, based on the Euri- were unable to attend previous A lecture will be given by Dr.
there will be a meeting for old dent Union Ballroom. Levin was pides play IPHIGENIA IN meetings are invited to attend a Michael Greenburg on October 23.
majors, new students and kidnapped on March 7, 1984 by AULIS, on Wednesday, meeting on Thursday, October Reception to be held in the Herittransfer students in The Speech Arab Terrorists and was held. November 5, in the Dial Access 23, at 11 :00 a.m. in B-26, Boyden age Room at 6:30 p.m. The lecture
Communication, Theatre Arts, hostage for eleven months. He viewing room of the Maxwell Hall.
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the library .
and Communication Disorders escaped on February 14, 1985. · Library. There will be two showlecture hall. All are welcome to
Dept. Ad vising materials, new Recently he has spoken out on ings, at 2:00 and 7:30 pm.
attend this free lecture. Sponsored
registration procedures and the current hostage situation in
IPHIGENIA was directed by YEARBOOK SENIOR
by the Earth Science and Geodepartment schedule will be pro- Beirut. He is a well known figure Michael Cacoyannis, and stars PROFILES
graphy Oub.
vided.
in broadcast journalism and has Irene Pappas as Clytemenstra.
been on the staff at CNN since Music is by Mikis Theodorakis. The 1987 Yearbook, as a part of the REP. JACKIE LEWIS
ON
Win a chance to see Barbara 1981. Levin will be conducting a It was beautifully filmed in many innovative changes, will be
CAMPUS!--The BSC Political
Walters celebrated news corres- seminar on internsh_ips at CNN Greece in 1977. The story con- introducing · Senior Profiles
Science Club is sponsoring a lecpondent, in!erviewer, author- during his visit at BSC. All stu- cerns the. sacrifice of a child, throughout the all-color senior secture with Mass. State Represenand native Bostonian. She 11 be dents are encouraged to attend Iphigenia, by her father, Aga- tion. If you know any seniors who
tative Jackie Lewis on Thursday,
speaking that evening in Boston as Levin will be recruiting those memnon, who was told by a are unique, different from the rest,
October 30th in the Student
at Jordan Marsh - Downtown students who are interested. His prophet that the winds would or who have contributed to the colUnion Demonstration Room.
Crossing store.
lecture "Encounter with Terror- not blow for his ships to go to lege in some special way. we would This event is
free and open to the
ism" will begin at 7:30 pm in the Troy to fight unless he sacrificed like to hear about it. Stop by the public.
Students and faculty
BIOLOGY CLUB-The Biology S. U. Ballroom. Tickets are $2.50 his child. In a review in the San Yearbook Office (next to the Book- members are encouraged to go
Club is sponsoring a VCR raffle. BSC and $4.50 public. Be watch- Francisco Chronicle, Judy store) and fill out a nomination and meet with Bridgewater's
Drawing Nov. 4th-$l.OO per ing for more details. Sponsored Stone said, '"Director Cacoyan- form. We hope to see their profile in representative in state
ticket. Be on the lookout for by the Student Union Program nis has achieved a triumphant the 1987 Visions Yearbook!
government.
unity of sublime photography,
these tickets and buy one while Committee.
music and performances that
they last. Meetings--every TuesINTERNSHIP
give new sweep and meaning to
day at 3:00 pm in Rm 217-OPPORTUNITYall
students
the tragedy, while strengthening
Biology Museum Conant
interested
in
internships
the
at
CNN
human dimensions that EuriScience Building. All welcome.
EARN $$ TRAVEL FREE
(Cable News Network). On Nov. pides preferred."
5. at 4:00 in the S. U. DemonstraRefreshments will be served at
With New Englands most exciting coed French Connection Line.
tion Room, Jerry Levin, former the evening show. Admission is
Represent
Party Time and Travel on our November Montreal
COME SING WITH US
Beirut Bureau chief for CNN will free.
Weekends "86". Organize a small group of 15 friends and travel
conduct a seminar on internfree, and commissions earned there after. At $79 this trip sells itself.
All singers or anyone who
WE NEED YOU!!
ships at CNN. All students are
Call the P&TT Hotline at (617)938-8839
\vould like to sing, male or
strongly encouraged to attend as
female, experienced or unexpeIt's never too late to capture the
TYPING & EDITING &WRITING Expert assistance with term
Levin will be recruiting interrienced, come sing with the
special times at BSC. Join the
papers, resumes, coverlett~rs, and grant proposals. Volume disested students. Don't miss. this
Choral Society. We meet every
1987 Visions Yearbook staff.
counts available. Tel. 583-5124
great opportunity. This seminar
Monday and Wednesday, from is FREE!
Our meetings are held on Thurs3:00 to 4: 15 in the Boyden Hall
days, at 11 :00 am free hour, at ' TYPESETTER WANTED. Flexible hours. $5 per hour. 6&Q,Q,
typing skills required. No previous experience necessary.Call 697._
Auditorium, and credit will he $ Are You .Etttitlea ..$ A.a Bf)eft·M .!~ "X~.~~9,2~.Qf!i~~~ (n~xt to th;e
8555 an<t caskfor Lou Cutler.
given for participation in this forum on what's new in financial Bookstore).
course.
DRIVER WANTED. Tuesday afternoons only. Must have van o
aid. Featuring David Janey, THE BIOLOGY CL U B
Apparently, during registraDirector, Financial Aid Office, announces a trip to the Univer- truck to deliver newspapers. Excellent hourly rate. Call Low'
tion for Fall classes, some stuMaureen BicknelJ, Financial sity of Connecticut Health Cen- at 697-8555.
dents were told that the class was
Aid Office, Owen McGowen, ter, Farmington, CT, on
closed. We would like to correct
REPORTERS AND STRINGERS NEEDED. Hours and wage
BSC Maxwell Library, Pat Tier- Saturday, November 8, from
that statement. Everyone is welby assignment. Contact Lou Cutler at 697~8555
ney, Low Income Students for 9:30 am to 5:00 pm to discuss
come to join the Choral Society.
CAR FOR SALE 1978 AMC Gremlin. Needs nothing. $500 or
Survival (LISS). Come to C318, current topics in the Biomedical
Please don't wait. We have an
Burrill Ave on Thursday, Oct. 30 Sciences. For more information, best offer Call Chris anytime at 238-0230
exciting, fun-filled semeste1
at I I :00 am. Cosponsored by attend the weekly Biology Club
planned, so don't miss anymore
FOR SALE Plyumouth Horizon,Mizer. AM-FM tape. No rust.
LISS and the Community meeting in the Conant Science
than you ~lready have.
Organizing Class. Refreshments Building, Room 2I7, o.n T~es- Michelin radials 36 Mpg. $1,000 Call George Dyroff at 586-6200
You don't have to buy any
ext. 251 7-3 p.m.
will be served.
days at 3:00 pm.
books for this class, there is no
CAR FOR SALE 1976 Gran Torino, 98,000 miles, Stereo, AC,
homework and it only meets HOMECOMING BONFIRE-- HALLOWEEN GOODIE
automatic.
Must sell before winter due to lack of parking space.
twice a week. You also get a Sigma Chi's Fourth Annual SALE!t--The BSC Political
Asking
$600
or B.O. Call weeknights-after 6p.m. 698-9084.
chance to meet alot of new Homecoming. bonfire will be Science Club is sponsoring a
friends, and· take part in a very held on October 31st at 7 pm at Goodie Sale on Friday, October
$60 PER HUNDRED PAID for remailing letters from home!
well respected musical group. the bottom of the Great Hill next 31st in front of the Bookstore.
Send self addressed, stamped envelope for information/ applicaCome sing with us.
to parking lot.
Come and TREAT yourself!!
ion. Associates, Box 95-B Roselle, NJ 07203
4

Classified

I
't

I
• Five distinctive prognuns offered: •
•
•
•

M.S. in Accountancy
M.S. in Computer Infonnation Systems
M.S. in Finance
M.S. in Taxation
• MBA with a choice of 8 concentrations~

n
0.

rn· Graduate
Bentley College
School
Waltham, _MA 02254

Yes, f d like to learn more. Plea5e send. me
information on the following programs:
D M. S. in Accountancy
D M.S. in Taxation
D M.S. in Computer
D M.S. in Finance
· Information Systems

• Full-time or part-time study

• Acc'Om1hmcy

D Master in Business Administration

• Full-tuition graduate ass~tantihips

•
•
•
•

I ill11 interested in: D Full-time study
D 'Part-time shldy

• Financial aid and housing
• Locatedjust9'miles from Boston

• Open to all undergraduate majors

Business Ee,'Onomics
Computer Infonnation Systems
Fimmce
HUirn.m Resources Management
• International Business
•Marketing
•Taxation

Nmne - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _- Zip _ _ __

College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major - - - - - - - Y r . of gmd - - - - - - -

014

'.

